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HOTEL INFORMATION
HOTEL ARRIVAL
Day 1 - 2
Maritim Hotel, Goethestraße 7, 80336 		
Check In time for the starting hotel is 4:00 PM.
		
München, Germany
		
Telephone: +49 89 552350
WEATHER
Day 3 - 6
Adlers Hotel, Brunecker Str. 1, 6020
Thoughout Bavaria in December, daily temperatures range
		Innsbruck, Austria				
from highs of 35°F / 2°C and lows of 16° F/ -9° C. Snow is
		
Telephone: +43 512 563100
common throught the region with typical weekly accumulaDay 7 - 8
Intercontinental Hotel, Vienna
tions of 6.3 inches over 3 days
		
Johannesgasse 28, 1030 Wien, Austria		
		
Telephone: +43 1 711220
LOCAL TIME
Days 1-9: Eastern Standard Time (EST) + 6 hours

PASSPORT REQUIREMENTS
A passport valid for six months after the tour
date is required for this tour. A travel visa is
not required for entry to France, Germany, or
Switzerland for U.S. citizens.
VACCINATION REQUIREMENTS
Proof of full vaccination is required for this tour and will be
verified by your Tour Manager and checked by restaurants
and attractions.
COVID TEST REQUIREMENTS
Travelers are required to present a negative COVID test
in advance of returning to the U.S. Travelers must supply
and travel with their own test kits.

PERSONAL PROTECTION EQUIPMENT (PPE)
Guests are required to wear face coverings in accordance with any supplier and government regulations. Guests are asked to bring their own supplies
of face coverings and hand sanitizer for maximum
comfort and protection.

ELEVATION
The highest elevation encountered on this tour is 2,746 feet
in Oberammergau, Germany. The remainder of the tour will
fluctuate from 495 to 1,706 feet.
INCLUDED MEALS
8 Breakfasts, 4 Dinners
ARRIVAL AND DEPARTURE
This tour Begins in Munich, Germany & Ends in Vienna, Austria
GROUP AIR ARRIVAL AT MUNICH (MUC) AIRPORT
After collecting your luggage and clearing Passport Control,
proceed to the arrivals hall where a Country Heritage Tours
representative will greet you.
GROUP AIR DEPARTURE TRANSFER
Transfer to Vienna International Airport (VIE) on 12/10/21
is included with group air. Upon arrival at the airport, your
tour will be complete and you will board your flight home.

TRAVEL PROTECTION
We strongly recommend purchasing a travel protection policy for your entire vacation. For detailed information and policy pricing visit: https://
nta.aontravelprotect.com or call 1-800-388-1470
Referencing Tour Operator Location #296027.
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LUGGAGE
Baggage handling for one piece of luggage per person is included in the tour cost. Carry-On bags are limited to a small
handbag or tote (no wheels) for which you will be responsible for handling. Additional luggage will incur a $100 charge
per piece.
GRATUITY GUIDELINES
Gratuities to your Tour Manager, Coach Driver, or Step-On
Guides are not included in the tour package. These gratuities
are at your discretion and should be extended personally
and individually. Below is a guideline for gratuity amounts:
Tour Manager:		
Coach Driver: 		
Step-On Guide:		

$8 - $10 per day
$3 - $5 per driving day
$2 - $3 per guide

WELCOME MEETING & DINNER
Your Welcome Meeting is scheduled for 5:30 PM. Your Tour
Manager will greet you in the lobby at 5:15. The Welcome
Dinner will immediately follow.

EXPENSES
Additional charges at the hotels such as meals, bar expenses, phone calls, etc., must be paid to the hotel prior to
departure.
ELECTRICITY
In Germany and Austria the voltage is 220/240V A travel
adapter is required for North American electronics.
HOTEL AMENITIES
Our handselected hotels include amenities such as in-room
hairdryers, restuarant & lounge, sundries shop, and at certain locations an indoor/outdoor pool.
LANGUAGE
This trip has a full time, English speaking Tour Manager.
Step-on guides are multi-lingual.
Official languages of each country:
Germany: German |Austria: German

NAME BADGE & LANYARD:
Please collect your name badge and lanyard at the Welcome Meeting. This VIP badge will be used for admissions,
discounts, and identification while traveling with Country
Heritage Tours.
SHOPPING TOTE
Please collect your colorful tote bag at the Welcome Meeting. It will come in handy as a catch-all for your purchases
from our various stops and Christmas Market shopping.
ATTIRE
Dress is casual and comfortable. We recommend you pack
garments which can layered and easily put on/removed to
regulate temperature. A heavy winter coat, gloves and hat
is necessary. You should bring along a comfortable pair of
walking shoes plus a pair of comfortable snow boots.
MONEY & CURRENCY
It is recommended that you carry no more than $200 USD
equivalent in cash at any one time. Credit cards can be used
in major hotels and restaurants. Local money is needed
when shopping in local stores.
• The currency in Germany & Austria is the Euro (EUR). The
currency exchange rate as of October 16, 2021 is:
$1.00 USD = €0.86 EUR.

MOTOR COACH TRAVEL
Our luxury scenic motor coach provides comfort while traveling. Based on location, on-board amenities may include
a lavatory, reclining seats, reading lamps, and cup holders.
Wireless Internet, where available, is provided for your
convenience. Seat rotation for all guests is part of the travel
experience.
PERSONAL AMENITIES
For a more enjoyable experience, we suggest packing:
reusable water bottle, small umbrella, headphones, extra
charginging cords, travel-size power bank, travel power
adapter. Heavy socks and long-underwear are useful if you
get cold easily.
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